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BIO, CRAFT & TECH



Hybrida

Hybrida, 2020. Installation- sound biosculptures (glass, steel, electronics, bacteria and yeast.).

#tissue #living matter  #tech #graft #sound  #miscegenation  #hybrid #scuplture



Hybrida is a project that speculates on new 
forms of life, connecting nodes from the 
fields of biology and  technology. The 
exhibition consists of three sound 
biosculptures. Inside each one of them, 
reside living organisms (colonies of bacteria 
and yeasts) in a continuous process of 
fermentation. Through the use of sensors, 
the biological activity is transformed into 
data that is eventually translated into a 
sonorous environment of gastric and 
intestinal sounds. This audio stimuli 
represent a form of expression of the 
organic processes, mediated by the 
technologic language. Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) microchip implants 
assign a digital identity to the bacterial 
membranes inside. The use of these 
electronic implants allude to the idea of the 
“cyborg entity” that shapes our future 
present.

Hybrida
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/643650331



Hybrida

Hybrida, 2020. Installation- sound biosculptures (glass, steel, electronics, bacteria and yeast.).
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Bacteria code,  2020. Bacterial ink on cotton paper. 80x150 cm.



POETIC CODE



Matter & Memory

Coded Textiles, 2018 / Tactile morse code 2019.

#coding #text #textile #craft #labor #knowlegde #dataprocessing #tech



This project is a reflection on systems of 
coding, language and memory, in this 
case, memory as a container of data. It 
is inspired by the magnetic core 
memories of computers from the 1950s 
and 60s and the  works by Anni Albers 
(Codes, 1962). During her residency at 
the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation, Muñoz 
created a graphic language based on 
binary code, using it to produce a series 
of textiles that contain coded 
information as a way of generating 
textile-memories.

Matter & Memory



Matter & Memory

2. The memory is woven: warp and weft like time and space (2018). Woolweaving.  320x120 cm
1. Intelligent handcraft: arp and weft like zeros and ones (2018).Wool weaving.  300x120 cm



Matter & Memory

Tactile mose code, 2019. Felt pieces and wool  weaving. 120x120 cm 



Notes&Folds #craft #tactile #capacitance #coding #music #patterns 

Notes&Folds, 2019. Interactive installation at Google Arts & Culture. Variable dimensions.



NOTES & FOLDS

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/371088059

Notes and Folds is an interactive installation that 
aims to create a connection between sound and 
form, and programming and handcraft. Three 
cylindrical sound sculptures are covered of pleated 
textiles with different textures that are mapped and 
translated into different musical patterns. The 
sculptures are activated by the public when 
approaching their hands to the fabric, making each 
cylinder rotate in different speeds and sound in 
different registers. In few words, the installation is a 
kind of spatial musical instrument in which pleated 
patterns work as a score.

The project is inspired in the work of Ada Lovelace, 
who related programming computational automata 
to make music. And also in the work of two 
twentieth century composers: Morton Feldman, who 
based some of his compositional techniques on the 
asymmetrical patterns of Middle Eastern rugs (e.g. 
Coptic Light for orchestra) and Conlon Nancarrow, 
with his complex compositions for pianolas that 
connect the artisan work with the programming 
when coding his music with perforations made by 
hand on paper rolls.

Google Arts&Culture  +  Mobilier National  (Paris)



Notes&Folds
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CODED ARCHITECTURES



CODED ARCHITECTURES

This site-specific interventions seek to relate 
archi- tecture and computing, minimizing 
technological processes and using manual skills 
to create functional objects in a particular 
architectural context. A space is coded using 
“analog/craft” technologies consisting of 
painted wooden pieces, with different 
combinations of black and white used to assign 
letters, creating secret messages that the public 
can decode through a card printed with this 
binary alphabet that evokes digital technology 
(zeros and ones, memory and data processing).



Coded borders (Tactile Memory), 2020. “Drawing” Installation.Wood strips, acrylic paint, and metal shelves.

CODED ARCHITECTURES



CODED ARCHITECTURES



CODED ARCHITECTURES

Coded Architectures.  Intervention at the Muche/Schlemmer House, Bauhaus, Dessau, 2017



CODED ARCHITECTURES



CODED ARCHITECTURES

Coded Architectures.  Intervention at the Muche/Schlemmer House, 
Bauhaus, Dessau, 2017



The Tadao Ando Craft Machine (2018). Intervention / Binary alphabet, wood sticks, acrylic.

CODED ARCHITECTURES



CODED ARCHITECTURES

The Tadao Ando Craft Machine (2018). Intervention / Binary alphabet, wood sticks, acrylic.



CODED ARCHITECTURES

The Tadao Ando Craft Machine (2018). Intervention / Binary alphabet, wood sticks, acrylic.



CODED ARCHITECTURES



LABOR & TECHNODIVERSITY



FLUJO #sculpture  #sound #textile #craft #energy #technodiversity 



(Bienal de Cuenca - Honorary Mention).

Amor Muñoz questions the monotechnological culture that has 
led to the depletion of natural resources and the degradation of 
life. It focuses on the“ technology-crafts ”relationship, creating 
connections between ancestral knowledge, innovation, 
tradition, and high and low technologies. Part of his work 
reflects how technology is affecting production systems and 
how manual labor and handicrafts are changing in a 
contemporary global economy.

Flujo is a sound sculpture hand-woven by artisans from 
Ecuador, which combines local and traditional techniques and 
materials with new technologies. The piece is a floating 
structure in the shape of an inverted canoe, which evokes the 
ancestral technologies that have resisted the passage of time, 
equipped with a photovoltaic system for the harvesting of 
energy and the distribution of the electrical flow to different 
sound devices. These devices emit sounds of the water that 
sound like white noise, thus posing a relationship between the 
organic and the non-organic, and making an analogy of the 
electrical system with water, flow, river, flow and current. The 
artist involves the concept of techno-diversity to make visible 
how other traditional knowledge can appropriate contemporary 
technology from other perspectives with a collective sense of 
social and environmental well-being. Thinking the local to 
reflect on the future of technology and create conditions to 
invent a sustainable future, a future made by hand.

FLUJO
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/656835725



FLUJO

FLUJO 2021. Rattan weaving, solar cells and electronics. 400x120 cm 



Flujo is a poem about technodiversity. Ancient 
device of flying rivers and solar threads that 
harvests energy to flow in water sounds that 
sound like white noise. Organic and inorganic, 
analogy of the electrical system with water, 
flow, river, flow and current.

FLUJO



YUCA_TECH: ENERGY BY HAND

VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/245482395  

Yuca_tech: Energy by hand is an art project of social 
content, which seeks to create community work to 
solve local problems, using low and high tech resources, 
juxtaposing tradition and innovation with appropriate 
technology.
Yuca_Tech is a laboratory focused in community 
technology, located in the henequen manufacturing 
area of Yucatan, whose aim is to create a series of 
artistic/technological pieces like photovoltaic textile 
artifacts and some pieces with light using tecnological 
materials and traditional fibers within a craft process. 
Its Important that the final pieces work with solar 
energy and represent an improvement in the life of the 
community.
For the artist it is important the idea that people learn 
to make their own technology because this generate a 
bond of affection between people and technological 
object.
Some of the manufactured objects are solar textile 
panels, everyday objects with solar powered LED light 
(hats, sandals) and some solar bags designed to store 
electricity, that have been tested by some street 
vendors, that sell energy for 5 peso a minute to 
passerby needing to charge their cellular phones.



YUCA_TECH



YUCA_TECH

Solar panel textile. 2015. Henequen, solar cells and conductive thread



YUCA_TECH



YUCA_TECH



YUCA_TECH



Rhythmic Manufacture

Performance – drawing – installation

With Rhythmic Manufacture, Mexican artist Amor Muñoz stages a performance based on mechanical labor. 
In a striking reference to the factory assembly line, she translates the artistic act of drawing into the 
monotonous manual reproduction, on paper, of electronic components such as resistors and capacitators. 
Inspired by constructivist approaches to art and mass production, Muñoz also continues the tradition of 
body and durational performance, here synchronized to the steady rhythm of a metronome. In her own 
words, she performs “as a machine, conditioning the body and brain to a mechanical work, to a repetitive 
corporal pattern.”1 Minor variations in this laborious act of copying three-dimensional objects onto 
two-dimensional sheets of paper enhance the absurd juxtaposition of the artistic gesture with the industrial 
production of parts. Enacted live at SFMOMA during the opening days of Soundtracks and replayed on 
video for the remainder of the exhibition, the performance reflects the constant interaction between human 
labor, with all its imperfections and syncopations, and the near perfection of trained musicians, who 
skillfully follow but also consciously deviate from the regime of a preprogrammed rhythm.

The metaphorical underpinnings of this act of resistance to the urge of automation correspond to Muñoz’s 
practice of empowering people—particularly women—in marginalized communities by creating paid 
workshops for the production of artisanal textiles that double as electronic circuits. Her interest in 
indigenous textiles such as huipils—traditional embroidered garments woven and worn by Mayan women in 
Mexico and Central America—forms the basis of this work. The project Maquila Región 4 (2010–13) was 
inspired by the operations of factories along the Mexican-American border (maquilas) and the schematics of 
printed circuit boards (PCBs). In this mobile performative intervention, Muñoz employed a bike trailer 
carrying open-source technologies such as Arduino boards and electronic components used in phones and 
cameras to offer residents in economically disadvantaged areas of Mexico the chance to work for U.S. 
minimum wage, more than ten times the local minimum wage. The women who sought this job opportunity 
were tasked with sewing conductive thread into artisanal fabrics to create fully functioning circuit panels. 
Esquemáticos (2011) is a series of similar electronic textiles, hand embroidered based on Muñoz’s drawings. 
The resulting circuits generate sound in various ways when activated by viewing audiences.

— Rudolf Frieling (SFMOMA Curator)



Rhythmic Manufacture, 2015/2017; watercolor on paper (850 drawings), metronome, overall, clock, HD video with sound, 
dimensions variable;

Rhythmic Manufacture



850 Transistors ans capacitors in  watercolor.



Performance: 8 hours everyday during 5 days.

Rhythmic Manufacture



Maquila Región 4
VIDEO:  https://vimeo.com/48021362  

MR4 is a performative intervention in the labour landscape of 
marginal areas of Mexico. For the MR4 project, “Maquilas” are 
re-imagined in the tradition of critical work by Fusco, Barrios, Arce, 
Werthein and other artist-activists. Maquilas are border town 
factories in which Mexico provides raw materials and cheap labour, 
mostly women, and the US provides management and ownership.

MR4 is a mobile factory for the manufacture of electronic-textile 
artworks. This nomadic workshop travels to poor areas of Mexico 
offering American minimum wage ($8.00 per hour, compared to 
$0.60 per hour in Mexico). People are hired to produce fully 
functional electronic circuits using conductive thread. Maquilas’ two 
main products, textiles and electronics, are mixed by the MR4 
project, using sowing and embroidery which are common aptitudes 
among people in these marginal areas. The actual textile-schematic 
circuits produced are alarms which ring with different tones when a 
proximity sensor is activated.

Once a piece is finished, the worker embroiders on it a unique BiDi 
code (similar to a QR Code). As the BiDi is decoded, typically by a 
consumer with a smart phone, a web page appears which renders 
visibility to the process of production: name of the worker, location, 
date and duration of the work session and salary received.













ESQUEMÁTICOS

Video: https://vimeo.com/39606276

Schematics is a series of works that link hand-made 
embroidering with the symbolic representation of analogue 
circuit diagrams.   The project is  an exhibition of  large 
schematic drawings that have  been hand-sewn with a 
conductive thread and electronic components, so that the 
circuits are full functional machines that can be operated by 
the public.
There are 5 sound pieces, each measuring 300 x 150 cm:
I) A 555 integrated circuit creates sound oscillations in 
response to the public’s drawings with graphite pencils
II) An electronic organ has 8 push-buttons that correspond to 
the musical scale.
II) A heart-rate sensor activates an LED light and a 
loudspeaker to the rhythm of the pulse of the participant.
IV) An audio sensor connected to a relay that turns on an old 
radio or a turntable.
V) A breathalyzer measures the alcohol level in the breath of 
the participant and converts it to an ambulance siren (tequila 
is optionally provided to help the public activate the work).
These pieces are accompanied by several projections on 
worktables, showing the process of creation of the works. 
This project attempts to overlay the abstraction of technical 
drawings with functional technology, creating formal and 
procedural connections between them.
We seek to couple the slow task of embroidering, 
–surrounded by stereotypes of gender, class, craft and cheap 
labour– with the low-tech aesthetic of old-school analogical 
circuits and electronic components.
 





Breathalyser
(2011)
Embroidery / canvas and electronics
300x150 cm



Electronic organ
(2011)
Embroidery / canvas and electronics
300x150 cm



Amor Muñoz was born in Mexico City in 1979.

Amor works across textiles, performance, drawing, sound and experimental electronics to explore the relationship between 
technology and society, showing a special interest in the interaction between material forms and social discourse. She is 
particularly interested in how technology affects fabrication systems and how manual labor and handcrafts are changing in 
a contemporary global economy. Her research is focused on the history of technology, language systems, technological 
obsolescence, appropriated technologies, handicraft and production systems. Her process is linked to DIY strategies and the 
Maker movement.

Amor studied Law at the UNAM and at the New Orleans Academy of Fine Arts. She has been a resident of the 2014 program 
of Nordic Artists’ Center Dale (Norway), in 2015 at Kultur Kontakt (Vienna), in 2017 at the Bauhaus Dessau (Germany) and 
recently at the Google Arst and Culture Jacquard Artist Residency (Paris) . Her work has been exhibited in various 
museums, galleries and festivals, such as: SFMOMA, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (USA); 21 Haus, Belvedere 
(Vienna, Austria); National Art Center, Tokyo (Japan); Mobilier National (París); MUSAC, Museum of Contemporary Art of 
Castilla y León (Spain); XIII Bienal de la Habana (Cuba);  OK Center / Prix Ars Electronica CyberArts Exhibition (Linz, 
Austria); Laboratorio Arte Alameda (Mexico city); Palácio das Artes em Belo Horizonte (Brazil); The Sciences and Arts 
University Museum /MUCA ROMA -UNAM (Mexico City); Craft Contemporary Museum (Los Angeles, California); Centro 
Nacional de las Artes (Mexico city), among others. In 2012 she received an Honorable Mention in the category of Hybrid Art 
in the Prix Ars Electronica and in 2013 she received the New Face Award of the Japan Media Arts Festival. Her work has 
been documented and published in different media such as New York Times, ARTE Journal, Deutsche Welle, etc.

ABOUT



AMOR MUÑOZ

Mexico city, 1979.

AWARDS

- Artist   Residency   Award. Google Arts and Culture Lab. Paris, France, 2019. 

-  Artist   Residency   Award.   Bauhaus Dessau Foundation.   Germany,   2017. 

- Artist Residency. Nordic Artists' Centre Dale. Norway, 2016. 

-Sistema Nacional de Creadores de Arte ( National System of Art Creators). Grant, Mexico, 2015-2018.

-Artist Residency. Kultur Kontakt. Vienna, Austria, 2015. 

-New Face Award / 17th JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FESTIVAL, 2013. 

-Honorary Mention / PRIX ARS ELECTRONICA 2012. Linz, Austria.

-Prize “Mentes Quo+Discovery 2013”, Quo Magazine and Discovery Channel, Mexico 2012. 

-BBVA Bancomer Foundation Grant. Mexico, 2012. 

-Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, Mexico. Fellowship for Young Creators. Mexico, 2011. 

-Grant for Investigation and Production in Arts and New Media of Centro Multimedia. Mexico, 2010. 

-Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, Mexico. Fellowship for Young Creators. Mexico, 2007. 

CV



SELECTED EXHIBITIONS

2019 Please Touch the thread. Google Arts and Culture. Mobilier National. Paris, France.

2019 XIII Bienal de la Habana. Cuba.

2019 RAW: Craft, Commodity, and Capitalism.  Craft Contemporary Museum, Los Angeles, California.

2018 Coded architectures: The craft machine of Tadao Ando. Roberto Garza Sada Art, Architecture and Design Center. Monterrey, Mexico.

2018 GROENTOPIA. The Verbeke Foundation. Belgium, 2018.

2017 Soundtracks.     SFMOMA.   San   Francisco   Museum   of   Modern   Art. USA. 

2017 Matter and Memory. Gropius House. Bauhaus Dessau Foundation. Germany.

2017  HYBRIS.   MUSAC.   Museo   de   Arte   Contemporáneo   de   Castilla   y   León. Spain. 

2017 Yuca_Tech . University Museum of Science and Art (MUCA) Roma.   UNAM.   Mexico   city.    

2016  SWAB   Barcelona.   Programa   Solo   Swab.   Italian   Pavilion.   Barcelona,   España. 

2016 (O)bservatorium.   Nordic   Artists’   Centre   Dale.   Norway. 

2016 Bienal   Iberoamericana   de   Diseño.   Matadero   Madrid.   España. 

2015 Rhythmic manufactur / 21er Haus, Belvedere, Vienna. 

2015  Transcultural   Emancipation   2.   Public   Art   Fluc.   Vienna   Art   Week.   Vienna,   Austria. 



2014 Digital Latin American. 516 Arts. Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. 

2013 JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FESTIVAL. The National Art Center, Tokyo. Japan. 

2013 Open Lab. CAC4 + Hiper5. Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 

2012 CYBERARTS 2012. Ars Electronica. OK CENTER. Linz, Austria. 

2012 ESTO NO ES UN MUSEO-. ACVic Centre d’Arts Contemporànies. Barcelona, España. 

2011 ESCHEMATICS. Laboratorio Arte Alameda. Mexico City. 

2011 CONDUCTORES: Galia Eibenschutz and Amor Muñoz. Rubin Center, University of Texas, El Paso. Texas. USA. 

2011 ELECTRONIKA- VIVO ARTE.MOV. Festival De Novas Tendências. Palácio das Artes, Belo Horozonte. Brasil. -TRANSITIO MX, 
International Festival on Electronic Arts and Video. Mexico City. 

2010 TRANSFRONTERAS CONTEMPORANEAS, America Latina Memorial. São Paulo, Brasil. 

2010 DRAW, Museo de la Ciudad de México. Mexico city. 

2010 MAQUILA R4 / Public space action. OMR Gallery. Mexico City. 

2009 TRUE SELF. Jonathan LeVine Gallery. New York City. 



PUBLICACIONES / PUBLICATIONS

- Gropius House /Contemporary. Bauhaus Residency Programme 2016-2018. Kerber Publicatios.

-EYEO Converge to inspire 2011-2015. EyeO Festival Book. USA, 2015. 

-Digital Latin American. Radius Books. 516 Arts & UNM Art Museum. USA, 2014. 

-17th Japan Media Arts Festival Book. Japan, 2014. 

-New York Times A Factory on Bicycle Wheels, Carrying Hope of a Better Life.Demian Cave, 31 December 2012. 

-CyberArts 2012 Book. Prix Ars Electronica Linz, Austria. 

-Roulotte:09 This is not a museum. Associació per a la cultura i l Art Contemporani Bacelona, España. 2011. 

-ART PULSE, International Contemporary Art. Esquemáticos: Amor Muñoz. Winter 2011-12 

-Electronika, Festival de Novas Tendências Catalog. Brasil, 2011. 

-Transitio_Mx 04 International Festival on Electronic Arts and Video Catalog. Mexico. 2011. 

-Lugar_Cero, book. Polyphonic reflection about art and the city Mexico. 2012 

TALKS

-  Americas Cultural Summit. Ottawa, Canada, 2018.

- Demand Solutions. Inter-American Development Bank. Mexico city, 2018.



- Kunstuniversität Linz. E-textiles as a social strategy. Linz, Austria, 2015.

- Ort | Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien. Art & Technology as factors of social change. Vienna, Austria, 2015.

- EyeO Festival. Art & Technology as factors of social change. Minneapolis, Minnesota. USA, 2015.

- Japan Media Arts Festival. James Bridle & Amor Munoz. Tokyo, Japan, 2014.

- TAG CDMX Festival. Los textiles electrónicos como estrategia social. Mexico city, 2014.

COLLECTIONS

KADIST Foundation

Collection Bauhaus Dessau Foundation

Carrillo Gil Contemporary Art Museum
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CONTACT

info@amormunoz.net
amormunoz@gmail.com

www.amormunoz.net
+52(1) 9994970194
@amormunozm


